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Are you planning to earn some money in a matter of a few weeks or months? Are you planning to
put some of your money aside and invest it somewhere that will actually pay you? Then government
treasury bonds are the place you should look for to find what you are searching for. It is a sure shot
way of an institutional fixed income. The Treasury bills or the treasury bonds are one of the most
popular forms of investment that is actually worth it. Another attractive aspect about this form of
investment is the easy accessibility. They are not only a virtually risk free investment but also are
extremely simple to work on. And another plus to this form of investment is its way of reaching far
across to the people who are not rich. One does not have to be rich to be able to afford the
government treasury bonds.

These treasury bills are also popularly known as â€˜T-billsâ€™. These T-bills and T-bonds are bonds, a
security, that are issued by the respective government. In the above mentioned line the term
security also means to be any medium that are used for investment which can be in the form of
bonds or stocks or bills. One needs to understand that such treasury bonds and treasury bills carry
a face value with some decided amount. This decided amount is what these treasury bonds are
actually worth for. But the point to be noted is that they are not sold for this decided amount rather
they are sold for a certain lesser amount. It is extremely easy to understand, for example you will be
able to buy the bill for $7600 if the bill actually costs $8000.

The fixed rates are pre-decided by the government, so make some enquiries about the amount that
would best suit your pocket. The next thing to be kept in mind is the maturity date of the respective
Treasury bond or the Treasury bill that you intend to buy. Such bonds have maturity dates which
means the period of time you need to hold the bond and then you receive your hefty return or the
money back. You receive your money back from the government along with your due earnings. The
certain amount of money that you earn is considered as the payment or as the interest for the loan.
Along with the maturity date you also need to evaluate the discount rate before deciding upon the
money you intend to invest.

Treasury bonds are one of the most trusted upon investments throughout the world. They are the
safest investments, risks free investments that one can depend upon for a great return in the due
course of time. In fact the US treasury bills are the safest investment all over the world because of
the sole reason that these bills are backed by the government of US.

They, the US treasury bills, are considered such a risk free investment that not only the people
around the world but also the governments around the world rely on them and use them.
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a convertible bonds.
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